(1) 7"(s) = i~nJn(ix) = £ -=7-£0 r(m + l)r(w + « + 1)
is of frequent occurrence in applied mathematics, statistics, and asymptotic number theory. The calculation of In(x) for n and x both large presents an interesting problem to the computer.1 It is clear that the series for In(x), (though everywhere convergent) is of little practical use for large x. Even the well-known asymptotic formula, designed for use with large x { ) n(X) ~ (2«e)»\ 1!8« 2! (8s)2 ) + 0(C-^-') fails to be of practical use when n is of order \s-Bessel functions of large integral order can, theoretically, be built up from the values of Io(x) and Ii(x) (given in tables,2 or found by (2)) by use of the recurrence formula
This procedure, however, affords another example in which great accuracy is needed to start with (as has been pointed out in case of /"(s) by Cosens [MTAC p. 99]), since more and more accuracy is lost at each step.
The value of i"9o(60) = 0.0725775-• • would, if computed this way, require about 40 decimal places in /o(60) and 7i(60), and 89 applications of (3). Nicholson3 has given a formula for In(x) purporting to be "suitable for rapid tabulation," when either n or x is large. The formula is not given explicitly (except its first term) but in terms of an infinite differential operator with undetermined coefficients operating on a cumbersome function of n and x.
The following formula, which I have not found in the literature, is quite effective in case n is large and x has any real value. Further polynomials \pm(t), if needed, may be found expeditiously as follows. In other words, if we denote the coefficient of <* in Qm(t) by j4*(b,) and define the polynomial 4>m(t) by
As a matter of fact, the polynomial lM0 = ^ + 0 has simpler coefficients than <£m(0 and since <t>m(z2) = ^m(s2) we have given Tm partly in terms of x. In doing this we are following Meissel6 whose formulas for Jn(nx) also involve ^m(t) for m = 6. A comparison of his extended results reveals four errors in his ^6(sec2 a). For denominators 1, 4, 192 To illustrate the behavior of (4) for a moderate value of x we take x = f so that 2 = f. In this case (4) becomes:
In In(3n/i) = (f -In 3)n -\ In n -\ In (5x/2) - S. 3
